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BOILING POINT

— McDonald's recalls Shrek glasses due to potential
cadmium risk — The U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC) just announced a recall of 'Shrek
Forever After 3D' Collectable Drinking…
— Hogchoker - the new Internet star — A small flatfish living
along the coast of North America is the new Internet star.
Currently the hotness for this particular…

— Cancer deaths are projected to double by 2030 — Cancer
deaths are projected to double in the next two decades. A
report issued by the International Agency for Research on…

More Boiling point…

MINUSCULE

— Drastic measures save plastic treasures — As I raise the
gun to her head, the leggy blonde stares back…
— Stem cell society to 'smoke out the charlatans' — As fears
grow about the dangers posed by clinics offering unproven…

— British public 'relaxed' about synthetic life — Some people
may shudder at the idea of scientists creating synthetic…
— Protozoan swimming style identifies water toxins —
Watching a protozoan version of synchronised swimming
could provide…
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DON'T MISS —

Scientists use chemical from
medicinal plant to fight HIV —
Like other kinds of cells, immune
cells lose the ability to divide as
they age because a part of their
chromosomes known…

Tumours grow faster without
blood-supply promoting molecule
— Dense networks of blood
vessels thought to spur cancer's
growth could actually hinder
rather than promote tumour
progression,…

Scientists first to sequence
genome of cancer patient — For
the first time, scientists have
decoded the complete DNA of a
cancer patient and traced her
disease - acute myelogenous…

Seasonal affective disorder may
be linked to genetic mutation —
With the days shortening toward
winter, many people will begin to
experience the winter blahs. For
some, the effect can be…

More Health…

Researchers have found a way to pharmacologically induce a memory of

safety in the brain of rats, mimicking the effect of training. The finding

suggests possibilities for new treatments for individuals suffering from

anxiety disorders.

Rats normally freeze when they hear a tone they have been conditioned to

associate with an electric shock. The reaction can be extinguished by

repeatedly exposing the rats to the tone with no shock. In this work,

administering a protein directly into the brain of rats achieved the same

effect as extinction training. The protein, brain-derived neurotrophic factor

or BDNF, is one of a class of proteins that support the growth and survival

of neurones.

Prior work has shown that extinction training does not erase a previously

conditioned fear memory, but creates a new memory associating the tone

with safety. 'The surprising finding here is that the drug substituted for

extinction training, suggesting that it induced such a memory,' said Dr

Gregory Quirk at the University of Puerto Rico School of Medicine, who led

the investigation with support from the National Institute of Mental Health.

The work is reported in the June 4 issue of Science.

Memory formation involves changes in the connections, or synapses,

between neurones, a process known as synaptic plasticity. One brain

structure critical for extinction memory in rats is the infralimbic prefrontal

cortex (ILC). Drugs that block synaptic plasticity impair the formation of

extinction memory when injected into the ILC, causing rats to continue

freezing at high levels after extinction training.

BDNF, on the other hand, permits a learning experience to increase the

size and strength of synaptic contacts between neurones. Previous work

from other groups has implicated BDNF in extinction learning. In this study,

after rats were conditioned to fear a tone by pairing it with a footshock,

BDNF was infused directly into the ILC. The next day, BDNF-infused rats

showed little freezing to the tone, as if they had received extinction training.

Experiments showed that BDNF-induced extinction did not erase the

original fear memory. Training to reinstate the tone-shock association was

just as effective with the rats receiving BDNF as those without. Also, the

effect of BDNF was specific to extinction. It did not reduce general anxiety

or change the animals' tendency to move around.

The researchers also found that rats that were naturally deficient in BDNF

were more likely to do poorly in extinction trials. These rats were deficient

in BDNF in the hippocampus, a brain structure that plays an important role
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LATEST HEADLINES

Early menopause linked to higher risk of

future cardiovascular disease

Early-life exposure to BPA may affect testis

function in adulthood

Bariatric surgery in diabetic adults improves

insulin sensitivity better than diet

People who suppress anger are more likely

to become violent when drunk

National School Lunch Program increases

educational achievement

New research shows peer drug use may

increase an individual's genetic tendency to

use drugs

More Health…

CSIRO ready to commercialise new GI technology

— The CSIRO Food Futures Flagship has developed an automated instrument for accurately
predicting glycaemic index (GI) and resistant starch (RS) in food products. The prototype device…

'Opt out' system could solve donor organ shortage

— A system of presumed consent for organ donation - where people have to opt out of donating
their organs when they die - is the best way to tackle a growing waiting list for transplant.…

Popular tags in Health: cancer · diabetes · malaria · obesity
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